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IN CONTRAST WITH THE BASIC SOCIAUZATION PROCESS AND
ACCULTURATION OF THE IMMIGRANT, DI: NEGRO ST:Li. IS MORALLY
AND SOCIALLY ISOLATED FROM SOCIETY: ALTflyuGH CHANGES TOWARD
MORE EQUALITY FOR THE 1c.:GRO WILL OCCUR, THEY WILL BE

DIFFICULT TO BRING ABOUT. THE GHETTO, WHICH ISOLATES THE
NEGRO, PERSISTS OECAUSE OF THE VAST PROFITS THAT WHITE
REALTORS DERIVE FROM IT, THE FAILURE OF URBAN RENEWAL
PROGRAMS, THE NATURE OF THE HOUSING MARKET FOR MINORITY
GROUPS, AND THE DESIRE OF NEGROES FOR GROUP COHESION. THE
MAJOR INSTITUTIONAL IMPEDIMENTS TO "RECONCILIATION" ARE THE
ATYPICAL STRUCTURAL AND INTERACTIONAL FEATURES OF THE NEGRO
FAMILY- -THE ONE-SPOUSE HOUSEHOLDS, LOW EDUCATIONAL LEVELS,
UNDEREMPLOYMENT, AND POVERTY. THERE IS AMONG NEGROES,
HOWEVER, CLASS AND STATUS clifFEKENTIATION, AHD SOME ARC
BEGINNING TO ACHIEVE MORE MIDDL:::-CLASS OCCUPATIONS AND NOW
HAVE GREATER OPPORTUNITIES FOR PROFESSIONAL TRAINING. THE
FORCES INHIBITING CHANGE ARE OPPOSITION BY WHITES, THE
ACCUMULATED DISADVANTAGE SUFFERED BY NEGROES, AND MANY
NEGROES VESTED INTERESTS IN AND AMBIVALENCE ABOUT
DESEGREGATION. THE MOST SIGNIFICANT INFLUENCES IN DETERMINING
THE PATTERN AND SPEED OF CHANGE ARE THE DECISIONS OF THE
FEDERAL COURTS, EXECUTIVE ORDERS, AND LEGISLATION, ALL OF
WHICH NOW ENFORCE CIVIL RIGHTS. (NH)
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ONE or the paradoxes of American life is that though the Negro is
an old-line American he is not yet by American. His presence in
this country antedates that of most immigrant groups, but his career

N.. and community life are greatly different from those of immigrants
hum itaithem cis.. southern Europe: In terms of the basic socializa-

N, don processes and the community contexts in which they occur,
(NI differences between the Negro and these immigrant groups, includ-

ing the most recent large-scale arrivals, the Puerto Ricans, are
apparent

Immigrant groups from Europe have followed a somewhat
O typical process as they moved into the main stream of American

life. Most members of these groups entered the work force at the
LvIttyfin of the economic ladder, as small farmers and as unskilled,
se...act-melt svi service workers. They lived initially among fellow
immigrants in small village communitie or in poorer city neigh-
borhoods in which communal institutions helped cushion *he cultural

0,4 shock induced by the differences between life in their countries of
origin and fife in the United States. Family, church, the foreign

gl language press, and mutual aid organizations helped in the adjust-
ment process. Members of the second and succeeding generations
acquired increasing amounts of education and the skills necessary
to take advantage of available opp whmities; eventually the
Americanization process was fairly complete. /33 .nd large, members
of these poups have assimilated American values and today ex-
perience little physical and cultural isolation based upon ethnicity.
Although individual members of these groups continue to experience
discrimination in the areas of admissicra to educational institutions,
job promotions in industry, and acceptance into voluntary associa-

tions, a consciousness of group rejection does not east. In those
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instances where strong in-group community life exists, it is owing
more to the persistence of group cohesion than to restraints from
without.

In contrast to the pattern of immigrant groups, the Negro has
remained socially and morally isolated from the American so lety.
At no time in the almost three and a half centuries of his history
in this country has he been "counted in." His caste-like position is
owing more to restraints from without than to any centripetal force
serving to ireer hint ceparateri tyrsm other crnimc, 1-114 has no.

cording to E. Franklin Frazier's characterization, as 'a nation within
a nation.": Robin Williams recently has referred to the general Negro
community as 'a world in the sliatlow,"2 wiii jaggim silver. iu
describing an extreme instance of a local community's exclusion of
Negroes, has referred to the 'closed society."'

One basic difference between the Negro and these immigrant
groups is that the former served for nearly two centuries as slaws.
Although s-tiozzeding gy-rierations of Negroes acquired incteasell
amounts of education after the Emancipation, access to opportunities
commensurate with formal training often was denied because of
color. The failure to learn certain basic skills to qualify for jobs in the
world of work placed serious limitations upon the horizontal and
social mobility experienced by members of the group. As a matter
of fact, the social mobility of Negroes up to the present has been
determined more by conditions within the Negro community than
by those of the broader society. The member and distribution of
Nag-mac within the rinnfeasions; for example, have related more

directly to the needs of the Negro community for certain types of
services than to the demands of the broader society.4 It is for this
reason that clergymen and teachers, functionaries required by the
segregated Negro community, have represented at least vie-half of
all Negro professional persons at any given period.

The segregation of Negroes from the main stream of American
life has produced institutional patterns and behavior which have a
bearing upon contemporary efforts to eliminate inequalities boti-v-cen

the two major racial groups. The behaviors are expressed as devia-

tions of Negroes from many normative patterns of American life and
sum, 1t something of the magnitude of the differi.ntials which must
be dealt with if reconciliation, rather than further aiienab an, is to

be achieved.
The contrasts in background experiences between the Negro and

immigrant groups raise the fundamental question of whether, given
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the promise of recent changes, the Negro will now be integrated
into American society in much the same manner as have these
other groups. Any strict analogy between the future course of the
Negro's relationsip to American society and the processes which
occurred in the experiences of immigrant groups, however, is subject
to serious limitations and error.

The long history of oppression has profoundly affected the
Negro's self-tri...eem. The fears, suspicious mid fc.f. Ir.ai.3-ztrattcy
generated in the Negro by his subordinate status are not duplicated
in the experiences of immigrant groups. Moreover, color and other
physical traits distinguish the Negro sharply from other groups in
the society. In the past these characteristics were taken as physical
stigmata which reinforced negative attitudes toward the Negro.
Sharp physical differences were not present to complicate the rela-
tionships of immigrants to American society, although differences
in this regard can be observed between the northernEuropeans, on
the one hand, and southern Europeans and Orientals, on the other.

The attitudes of the Negro toward himself are merely reciprocals
of the attitudes of other groups toward him. There always have been
serious reservations on the part of American whites regarding the
Negro's capacity to live on a basis of equality with other Americans.
Such reservations about the potentialities of immigrant groups for
assimilation were not held in the same r-rious way.

Finally, it should be observed that significant advancement in
the status of the Negro comes at a time when economic conditions
are quite different from those faced by immigrant groups. The great
influx of immigrants came at a time when there was a market for
agricultural labor and unskilled work and mobility through these
avenues was still possible. The Negro today has been displaced fmm
the farm and must now compete for work in an urban market which
requires a somewhat higher degree of education and technical skill
than was the case a half century ago. Given the present educational
and occupational inadequacies of a large segment of the Negro
population, the task of overcoming these deficiencies is formidable.

While it is clear that further changes in the status of the Negro
will occur in the years ehead, moving the Negro nearer to equality
with other Americans, the processes by which this will be achieved
are certain to be difficult and tortuous. The remainder of this essay
is an elaboration of this viewpoint.

Foremost among the indicators of the social isolation of Negroes
is the Negro ghetto. It represents at once the restrictions placed
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upon the living space of the Negro minority and, as Kenneth Clark
recently has pointed out, a way of life with a peculiar institutional

patterning and psychological consequences.* Unlike most immigrant

ghettos, which show a tendency to break up, the Negro ghetto,
especially in Northern cities, has become more dense.

Karl Taeuber and Alma Taeuber, on the basis of an examination
of segregation indices in 109 American cities from 1940 to 1960, note

that in 83 of the 109 cities the segregation index was higher in 1950

Largo. PA-17,77=1 195e 2rAl 19803 only 45 of these cities showed

an Increase. But it was observed that cities with already high levels
of segregation were prominent among those with increases. A most
significant observation is that in recent yvittb Suulczz !rx.T0

had the highest increases in thephysical segregation of Negroes, and
the South now has the highest index of any region.* This is im-
portant inasmuch as in earlier periods Negroes were less segregated

in the older Southern cities than in cities located in other regions"
The conceuitation of Negroes in the central cities of our metro-

politan areas and within the inlying cores of these central cities is
too well documented to warrant elaboration here. Our concem is
with the fact that the areas inhabited by Negroes are inferior in
terms of housing quality, recreational facilities, schools, and general

welfare services, and that all of thesedeficiencies contribute to crime,

delinquency, school dropouts, dependency, broken families, oxces-
sive deaths, and other conditions which represent ti.c. 'pathology of

the ghetto? The pathology is most evident in bousir:g. lu 'IWO, fat
44 per cent of all dwelling units occupied by Neg:oes were

substandard. Though nonwhites occupied only 10 per cent of all
dwelling units, they occupied 27 per cent of those classed as sub-
standard. Thirteen per cent of nonwhites lived in units which were
seriously overcrowdeo, and there was an increase of 85,000 such

units occupied by Negroes between 1950 and 1960.°
Efforts to break up the ghetto, and hence to ameliorate the

pathological conditions generated by it, have not been productive.
Attempts by Negroes to leave the ghetto run afoul of a most formi-

dable network of relationships involving brokers, builders, bankers,

realtors, and citizens' organizations serving to restrict Negroes to
certain neighborhoods.* There is, indeed, a vast profit to be made

from slum housing, and this accounts for much of the behavior of

some realtors. One study demonstrates that a slum landlord receives

fifteen dollars more monthly if a substandard unit is rented to a
Negro family than if the same unit were rented to a white family.10
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lacious character.

Myths regarding neighborhood deterioration following Negro oc-
cupancy persist, despite empirical studies which expose their fal-

the older, more dilapidated areas of our cities, have not succeeded
in providing better accommodations in the renewal areas for most
Negroes, the majority of the displacees. They have succeeded very
largely in having Negroes Hove into public housing and blighted
areas. While in many instances the physical accommoclailuui to

By and large, our urban renewal programs, designed to revitalize
Thjaliflamia

Community a

which displaced populations moved represent Fan Improvement I I
over their former dwellings." segregation has not been lessened. In I I
our metropolitan centers, for example, despite recent efforts to build
small, scattered public housing units, most projects constructed
trader this program have been large in size and have contributed
to segregation as they became either nearly all-white or nearly all-
Negro.

It is clear that the Negro ghetto, unlike other ghettos, has had
great external pressure to keep it "1-rinmed in." While some of the

offit is less educated, of lower
further observed that on every measurethe Puerto Rican poprIa-
tion [of Chicago] is less well

greater concentration of Negroes -le older areas of our cities
stems from income differentials between Negroes and whites, the
Taeubers, using data for the city of Chicago, found that income
differentials accounted for only 14 ner cent of the observed racial
segregation in housing in 1950 and 12 per cent in 1960.'3 They

income, more crowded, less likely to be homeowners, les: well
housed, and lives in older buildings, yet the index of resident .l
segregation for Puerto Ricans is sixty-seven as compared to eighty-
two for Negroes.18 There is now considerable evidence, also, that
after two generations of strong community solidarity Chinese and
Japanese communities in our cities show a considerable dispersion."

Although in recent years some moderation of the tight housing
market has occurred within the central citythus permitting
Negroes to obtain housing left by the whites who moved to the
suburbsthe proportion of the suburban population which is
Negro has declined steadily since 1900. Negroes have become in-
creasingly locked in the central city, giving rise tc the observation
that there . is a white noose around our central cities. In 1960,
Negroes were less than 5 per cent of the population of metropolitan
areas outside central cities, but they made up 17 per cent of the
central city population of these areas .15

5
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There is some hope that Executive Order 11063, issued by Presi-
dent Y _.reedy on November 20, 1962, banning discrimination in
housing insured by agencies of the federal government, will have
a salutary effect in reducing the degree of concentration and segre-
gation of the Negro population. But skeptics point out that the
Order does not cover all home-mortgage insuring agencies of
the federal government, the Home Loan Bank Board constituting an
important exception, and in recent years a smaller proportion of
new consiruutiori has boon built vi4-1 federal irzuranee. Most im-
portantly, the Order is not retroactive, leaving unaffected the hous-
ing stock existing at the time of its issuance.

Access by Negroes to much of the newly con.stnirted housing
must depend upon the supplementation of the national Order againr
discrimination by state and local ordinances having the same ob.
jective. In recent years there has been an increase in the number olf:
such ordinances, Ry and large, however, the basic appront, innAl
communities is conciliation of disputes, and much depends upon
the vigor with which these local ordinances are enforced if they an,
to have any significant effect in countering discrimination and Ivo
ducing segregation.

But significant moderation of Negro concentration and segrega
lion depends upon more than laws against discrimination, howevon
important these may be. The attitudes of both Negroes and whit:
toward integrated community life are important determinants of tl
extent to which decorirentsation on nestnIr, given enforcement of
even the most severe sanctions against discrimination. There i3
abundant evidence, as mentioned earlier, that myths exist regarding
the lowering of housing values and the maintenance of communi ty
patterns following invasion by Negroes, and many whites are :Fri-
clined to move, so that in time complete succession, or turnover icif
neighborhoods from white to Negro, occurs. On the other hand, the
is some resistance on the part of Negroes to moving into are is,
especially the suburbs, where few Negroes live. This is particularly
characteristic of families with children who must attend school rand
are dependent on neighbors for play and other social experiences.
The well-founded fear of rejection by white neighbors leads a
foregoing of economic advantages which purchases in white al e as
represent or, in the case of suburban purchases, of a style of
consistent with one's social and economic level. Though flume' o us
white liberal groups, mainly in suburban communities, have I or-
ganized to encourage Negroes to purchase homes in their neiglio
6 k
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hoods, they are often disappointed with the responses to theirsincerest solicitations. The centripetal forces tying Negroes to theNegro community are the products of fear and isolated living andare likely to discourage any large exodus of Negroes to suburbancommunities in the immediate future. Doubtless open-occupancypatterns will result in a significantly larger number of Negroes re-siding in mixed areas at some future period, but the pattern ofincrease is likely to be exponential rather than linear.

This continued physical separation of the major racial groupshas an impact upon social relationships between them. It limitsthe number of ......infirrultp pe:ntartf possiblitheq forstnnr_lir_g giuw out of association. Robin Williams, on thebasis of an examination of the patterns of interracial contact in alarge number of communities, concludes that the presence of aNegro subcommunity limits Negro interaction with whites, andbarriers to communication between the two groups lead to in-adequate understanding and to a perception of the other group ashostile." Duncan and Lieberson make the same point in a some-what different way when they state that segregation is inverselyrelated to assimilaticn.17
The growing awareness of the limitations of life in the ghetto,as a result of the influence of mass media, increased physicalmobility, and better education, has played a vital part in pre-cipitating the "Negro Revolution." The mass demonstrations forequality of treattreatment in places of public accommodations, for accessto better quality schools, for equal employment opportunities andvoting rights are thought of as efforts by Negroes to achieve first-class citizenship. In another sense, they are efforts to overcome thebarriers which have isolated Negroes from aspects of American life.The difficulty of overcoming the problems created by the physicalfact of the ghetto is indicated by attempts to improve the qualityof education of schools in slum areas. In our large metropolitancities, because of the segregation in housing and the traditionalneighborhood concept of school attendance, a disproportionatenumber of schools, particularly at the elementary level, becomes pre-dominantly Negro or predominantly white, with the Negro schoolsbeing inferior. Opposing theories for dealing with this situation,generally regarded as undesirable, have generated serious com-munity conflicts. There are those who feel that the efforts should beconcentrated upon improving the quality of education in these de-pressed areas by larger allocations for plant improvement, re-

7
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medial work, new curricula, and better trained teachers. Other
students of the problem contend that substantial improvement of
slum schools cannot be achieved until such schools lose their pre-
dominantly Negro or predominantly white character. It becomes
necessary in the thinking of the protagonists of this latter view to
develop methods fr:- overcoming racial in 'dances in the schools.
Vviiia a variety of techniques have bee.i proposed, each has
generated rather serious opposition, It is patent that this problem,
one of the serious concerns of the leaders of the Negro Revolution
largely 1_,ecsuse it is tied to segmAat,i..
solved.

As mentioned previously, the ghetto has not only restricted the
interaction of Negroes with other members of the society, and heir
symbolized the isolation under which Negroes have lived,: but it has
also been a prirriari force in the generation and per ttence of
atypical institutional patterns which are viewed dysfunctional in

any effort at reconciliation. Doubtless the foren...t of these institu-
tions is the Negro family which, because of historical circumstances
connected with slavery and the isolated conditions under which
Negros have lived in both urban and rural areas, is characterized by
rather significant variations from the dominant American family
pattern. It is not so much the differences per se, or any mere devia-

tion of Negrn family characteristics from those of white xr;dellP-class

fanlilies, but the variations in structural and interaetiorial featuree
known to be desirable in family living which 'become causes of

concern.
The most salient feature of Negro family life which captures the

attention of those concerned with integration of Negroes into

American life is the degree of disorganization represented by

structural breakdown. In only three-quarters of all Negro families,

as compared with approximately nine-tenths of all white families,

were both spouses present. One Negro family in five (21 per cent )

was headed by a female and 5 per cent had only the male head

present. Thus one Negro family in four, as compared with one

white family in ten, was headed by a single parent. This differential

in the percentage of families headed by one parent accounts in part

for the fact that in 1960 only one-third of Negro children under

eighteen years of age, as compared with one in ten white children

of comparable age, lived in families in which only one parent was

present.
The ...in-pi-jou underlying the desirability of family unitythe

8
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presence of both spousesis that on balance the economic, social,
and affectual roles may be best discharged when both mates are
present in the home. Divorce, desertion, and separation follow the
generation and expression of tensions which, even before rupture
occurs, reduce the effectiveness with which the mates can discharge
the duties and obligations of family' fe, as well as deny the satisfac-
tions derived from the intimate sharing of experiences and attain-
ment of goals. In essence, the organized and unified family becomes
at once a matrix for the personal satisfaction of the marital partners
and for the protection, proper socialization, and well-being of
their children_ This is nnt a=7 that aid basic gt,ais nF fo....17 ytiL,
iegaiLling LLII-r-aiing and other functions, may not be achieved by
the single-parent family. Given the complexities of modern urban
life and the established normative values around which the modern
family is organized, however, the discharge of family functions
may best be achieved when the family is unified.

In anak,ming the statistics nn the Negro family one becomes
aware that the instability of the Negro family unit is greater than is
represented by statistics on the percentages of males and females
enumerated as widowed or divorced. In 1960, 15 per cent of all
Negro males and 20 per cent of all Negro females, though enumer-
ated by the Census as married, were living apart from their mates.
The percentage of Negro males separated from their mates is four
times as large as the comparable percentage for white males, and for
Negro females four and one-half times as large as for white females.

The instability of Negro family life is explained only in part by
the historical conditioning of attitudes toward family life, beginning
with slavery, when strong family ties were not encouraged ind
Negroes, as Elkins has suggested, were made dependent upon
whites.18 The phenomenon arises also from forces of contemporary
American life which place limits upon the possibility of successful
family organization. These are reflected in the statistics on charac-
teristics of the heads of Negro families.

As reported by the last Census, approximately one-half, 48.5
per cent, of the heads of nonwhite (mainly Negro) families had
not finished elementary school. Even in urban areas where access
to educational opportunities is somewhat greater and school-
attendance laws somewhat better enforced than in rural farm and
nonfarm areas, two out of five nonwhite family heads failed to reach
the last year of elementary school. Of nonwhite heads living in rural
nonfarm and rural farm areas, 70 and 80 per cent, respectively, had

9
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failed to attain this level of schooling." The low level of educational
achievement for such a large pioportion of nonwhite family heads
has obvious implications for the cultural life to which the Negro
child is exposed in the home and doubtless for the type of motivation
the child receives for achievement in school. It also is related to
the labor-force participation and income of nonwhites.

In an economy in which automation is rapidly introducing
changes in the demand for certain types of labor, the heads of non-
white families were disproportionately represented in those occupa-
tional categories in which fewer workers are required and monetary
returns are small. Only 13 per cent of all nonwhite family heads, as
compared with 40 per cent of white heads, were in professional,
managerial, and clerical occupations for which labor demands are
increasing. One in five white heads, but only one in ten among non-
white, was a skilled worker. Thus, one in four nonwhite heads, as
compared with three in five white, were white-collar and skilled
workers." The heavier identification with semiskilled and unskilled
work accounts in part for the nonwhite employment rate being twice
as large as the comparable rate of whites and for greater under-
employment among nonwhites.

The type of job and both underemployment and unemployment
influence the relatively low income of nonwhite family heads. The
median nonwhite family income of $3,465 in 1963 was only ap-
proximately 53 per cent of the white family income of $6,548. More
than two-fifths of all nonwhite families (41 per cent) earned less
than $3,000 in 1963, which placed them at the poverty level, and
only one in twenty earned $10,000 or more in the same year.21 It is
significant to tr,te, in line with our previous discussion regarding the
desirability of family closureboth parents in the homethat in
1959 families in which both husband and wife were present in the
home had a median income of $3,633 as compared with a median
of $1,734 for families having a female head."

The problems of the Negro family, then, in terms of its insta-
bility and the associated phenomena of crime, delinquency, school
dropouts, high morbidity and mortality are related to a complex of
interwoven facts -s, of which level of educational attainment and
income are important components. The President of the United
States, in a historic speech at Howard University in June 1965,
pointed to the complexity of the problem by stating that the provi-
sion of jobs, decent homes, welfare and social programs, care of the
sick, and understanding attitudes are only partial answers to the
10
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conditions of the Negro family." "The breakdown of the Negro
family," he stated, "is related to centuries of oppression and perse-cution of the Negro man. It flows from long years of degradation
and discrimination which have attacked his dignity arid assaultedhis ability to produce for his family."' The President added that
though we know much about Negro family life, other answers arestill to be found. For this reason he indicated he would call a White
House Conference in the fall to explore the problem further.

A definitive study by Hy lan Lewis of child-rearing practices
among low-income Negro families in the District of Columbiareveals that there is, indeed, still much to be learned about the
operating dynamics and underlying causes of disorganization amongsuch units .n What often is accepted as knowledge about these
families is in fact mythology. It is noted, in the first instance, thatthese families are not homogeneous as regards their organization,
functioning, and ambitions for their chiliren. In many of them
considerable strength is to be noted, but the exigencies of daily
living often deny the achievement of the parents' most ambitiousplans. Though parents set training and discipline goals for their
children, these are often undermined by influences beyond theirpower, and the actual control over their children may be lost asearly as the fifth or sixth year.

Investigation reveals that many of these parents, particularly
the mothers, are warm, human, and concerned individuals who,
despite deprivation and trouble, are persistent in their desires tohave their children become respectable and productive citizensand in their willingness to sacrifice for them. The picture contrastswith the ccrinmon belief that in an overwhelming majority of low-income families parents reject their children and are hostile to them.Lewis' study raises questions regarding assigned reasons foralleged male irresponsibility toward family obligations and thedegree of family concern with pregnancy out of wedlock and
illegitimate births. There does appear to be a greater degree ofconcern by the male regarding his responsibilities and by familymembers regarding the sexual behavior of their offspring than iscommonly recognized. What in fact emerges is that the behaviorof these lower-income families is a practical response to untoward
circumstances which undermine the well-intentioned, but often
unattainable, goals of these units.

The major problems of the Negro family are experienced inurban areas where more than 70 per cent of such families now live.

11
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There has been a heavy migration during the past twenty-five years
from farms and small towns to large metropolitan areas. The
limited extent to which many of these families can cope with the
demands of urban life, given the low educational level and obso-
lescent skills of the adults, raises serious questions for the Ameri. an
society as well as for the families themselves. The War on Poverty,
youth opportunity programs, medicare and other changes in our
social security program are certain to exercise some influences in
ameliorating existing conditions. But the deep-seated nature of

.y of those conditions and the personality damage they have
produced, as expressed in feelings of powerlessness, hopelessness,
and forms of anti-social conduct, give rise to the prediction that no
easy solution to problems of the Negro family may be found. This
is especially true of those "hard core" or multi-problem families in
many of which at least two generations have been dependent on
public assistance programs. Present efforts to focus upon the young,
as evidenced in Project Head Start and programs for youth, on the
assumption that this population is most amenable to change, are
based upon sound theory. There remains, however, the complex
problem of improving the skills and enhancing the self-esteem of
the adult members whose personalities are crystallized and whose
levels f)f expectation have been shaped under an entirely different
set of conditions. What is apparent is that the problems of the
Negro family are intimately tied to those of the larger community.

The elimination of many of these difficulties depends upon a
commitment to invest a great deal more of our resources in improv-
ing educational and social services, including more effective family
limitation programs What it indicated is that by opening the
opportunity structure and providing both formal and informal
education on a more extensive scale through diverse programs, key
figures in many Negro problem families will be enabled over time
to develop self-esteem and a "rational" approach to urban life,
which many students regard as indispensable for successful adjust-
ment to the urban environment. This can hardly occur as long as
the present constraints and limitations continue to operate against
a large segment of the Negro population or, to put it differently, as
long as the isolation of the Negro is ntinued.

The difficulty of changing existing patterns is evident in a num-
ber of current efforts. The Manpower Retraining Program, for ex-
ample, has encountered difficulty in working with enrollees with
less than an eighth-grade education, which would exclude large

12
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numbers of Negro males from successful participation. Of all proj-
ects started under the Manpower Development and Retraining Act
in 1963, 3 per cent of the enrollees had less than eight years of
schooling, while 36 per cent had between eight and eleven years.
Fifty-one per cent were high-school graduates, and another 10
per cent had gone beyond the high-school level." Educational levels

st be raised considerably before some of the disadvantaged can
benefit from avclable training opportunities.

The problems of developing motivation, rather than supplying
specific job skills, appear to be even harder to overcome. Charles
Silberman, among others, has pointed out that the effort to elimi-
nate poverty must involve the poor in action programs if the motiva-
tion to improve their lot is to be realized. Recent controversies over
involvement of the poor in strikes, boycotts, and rickets and the
usP of other techniques to dramatize their condition and counteract
feelings of apathy and cynicism have been sharply criticized by
local citizens, especially those in the power structure."

Finally, the bold program advanced by Whitney Young, Execu-
tive Director of the National Urban League, calling for a "Marshall
Plan" for Negroes as a mean_ of upgrading the competency and
well-being of the Negro family, encounters serious opposition."
The charge of preferential treatment is raised, and this runs counter
to the ideology of equal treatment. What is more important is that
the practical operation of such a program would encounter diffi-
culty from institutionalized patterns. To request preferential treat-
ment for Negroes in apprentice programs and preferential hiring
after completion of training, for example, cross-cuts seniority and
other established principles of union organization and practice.

All of the above are mere illustrations of the complications in-
volved in any effort to strengthen the Negro family in particular
and to upgrade Negro life in general. They should serve to intro-
duce some caution into the thinking of those sanguine persons who
are persuaded that broad-scale and rapid changes are likely to
occur in a short period of time. (The position taken here is not an
apology for the gradualist position regarding race relations changes.
It is, indeed, understandable that civil rights groups must inveigh
continuously against the gradualist perspective as a matter of
strategy. Our concern is with traditional and countervailing influ-
ences which have the effect of slowing the pace at which change
might occur.)

The disabilities of the Negro family discussed in the preceding
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paragraphs are most characteristic of low-income units. Not all
Negro families are affected by inadequate income, education, and
employment opportunities, and many of them do not lack strong
family traditions. There is a considerable differentiation within the
Negro community in terms of status groups and social classes.

E. Franklin Frazier observed that as late as World War I the
Negro middle class was composed "principally of teachers, doctors,
preachers, trusted persons in personal service, government em-
ployees, and a few business men." He stated further that:

This group was distinguished from the rest of the Negro population not
S3 much by economic factors as by social factors. Family affiliation and
Education to a less degree were as important as income. Moreover, while
it exhibited many middle-class features such as its emphasis on morality,
it also possessed characteristics of an upper class or aestocracy.so

The urbanization of the Negro population, beginning with
World War I and continuing to the present, resulted in the forma-
tion of large ghettos in Northern and Southern cities and provided
the condition for greater occupational differentiation within the
Negro community. The differentiation was more pronounced in
Northern communities where Negroes had a substantially greater
opportunity to enter clerical and technical occupations than was
true in Southern cities, and where the large population base
provided economic support for a sizeable corps of professional func-
tionaries. Education and income became more important than social
distinctions in determining class membership.

The Negro middle class today includes a still relatively small,
but expanding, number of persons. If occupation is used as a
criterion for determining membership and those in professional and
technical, clerical, sales, and skilled occupations are included, only
approximately 26 per cent of all nonwhite workers belong to the
middle class. White workers in these above-mentioned categories
represent 64 per cent of all whites in the labor force .'n The contrast
between the two occupational structures is further indicated by the
fact that the percentage of white workers, taken as a proportion of
all white workers, is twice as large as the comparable percentage
of nonwhite workers in professional and kindred occupations, and
in clerical and skilled work; four times as large in managerial occu-
pations; and three times as large in the sales category.

In none of the specific occupational categories associated with
the middle class did nonwhite male workers achieve parity with
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white males in median income. The nearest approximation to parity
in 1959 was in clerical and kindred occupations in which the non-
white male median earnings of $4,072 was approximately 85 per
cent of the white male median of $4,785. In none of the other
categories did nonwhite male workers receive so much as 70 per
cent of the median income of white males in the category."

The expansion of the Negro middle class has been most marked
by accretion of persons in professional, technical, clerical, and sales
occupations. This expansion by approximately 300,000 persons since
1940 has been influenced in part by government policy which pro-
hibits those business firms holding contracts with the federal gov-
ernment from discriminating against workers on the basis of race,
religion, creed, or national origin. In engineering, architecture, and
the natural sciences, occupations oriented to the wider world of
work rather than to the Negro community, the increases among
Negroes, though small in absolute numbers, have been rather
dramatic. Between 1950 and 1960, there was a three-fold increase
in the number of Negro engineers. The number of Negro architects
increased by 72 per cent, and the number of natural scientists by
77 per cent" This expansion comes at the end of a half century in
which Negroes could hardly expect to earn a living in these fields
and thus were not encouraged to prepare for entering them.

The number of Negroes in medicine, dentistry, and law, whose
services traditionally have been oriented to the Negro community,
has begun to increase rather significantly. During the 1950's, physi-
cians increased by 14 per cent, dentists by 31 per cent, and lawyers
by 43 per cent" More substantial fellowship and scholarship aid,
ability to pay for professional education, well as the opening of
the segregated professional schools in L.. Southern states, have
contributed to this result.

It is not only the increase in number of these professionals
which deserves attention; the improved opportunities for advanced
training and learning experiences are also of importance. On the
basis of increased opportunities for internships and residency train-
ing, the number of Negro physicians who became diplomates of
medical specialty boards increased from 92 in 1947 to 377 in 1959."
Negro physicians, lawyers, and dentists are admitted today to
membership in local societies of national professional organizations
in larger numbers and enjoy the privileges these societies provide
for continued professional growth.

It should a remembered, however, that these gains, v. bile sig-
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nificant in terms of what has occurred in Negro life heretofore, are
relatively small. The ratios of the actual to expected numbers of
Negroes in middle-class occupations, as measured by the total labor
force distribution, are extremely small."

differences between Negro and white community life can-

not be measured solely by variations in income, occupation, educa-

tion, and other objective indicator In assessing the differences, it
is important to recognize that the Negro class structure and institu-
tions ' ave emerged in response to segregation and represent adjust-
ments to the isolation under which Negroes have lived. The mean-
ing of relationships within the community and the valued placed
upon them must be considered.

Frazier has observed, for example, that in the absence of a true
upper class based upon old family ties and wealth, the Negro
middle class simulates the behavior of the white upper class with-
out possessing the fundamental bases upon which such behavior
rests." Moreover, segregation has provided a monopoly for many
Negroes in business and the professions and has introduced, in
many cases, differential standards of performance. This has im-
portant consequences for any consideration of desegregation, for
those who enjoy a vested interest in the segregated community are
not likely to welcome competition from the broader community.
The Negro church represents an extreme instance of vested interest

in the Negro community and, at the same time, is the most im-
portant institution giving expression to the Negro masses. For this
reason no degree of acceptance of Negroes by white churches is
likely to bring about the dissolution of Negro churches."

The Negro community doubtless will be the source of social life
of Negroes for some time into the future. Sororities, fraternities,
clubs, and other organizations will continue to serve a meaningful
function. The acceptance by whites of Negroes as fellow workers
often bears little relationship to their willingness to share social
experiences with them outside the plant or office or to have them

as neighbors.
The importance of the Negro community as a source of social

life is indicated by the fact that though the majority of the mem-

bers of a Negro professional society felt that its members should
identify with the local chapter of the national organization repre-
senting the profession when the opportunity became available, one-
quarter had some reservation about joining and another 5 per cent
were opposed to joining The underlying reasons for reservations
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to becoming members of the formerly white organization were that,
though Negroes may be accepted as professional colleagues, they
would not be treated as social equals and that opportunities fcr
leadership roles would be lost if the Negro association were dis-
solved ." What is patently indicated is that most members thouglit
they should have the right to membership in the loca1 chapter of it e
national organization, 131.t they should retain their own associatic n
for social and professional reasons.

Despite the effort to conserve the conceived advantages of the
Negro community, the larger social forces are introducing changes.
Already the small Negro entrepreneurial group is threatened by
these forces. Speaking to a group of Negro businessmen in Detroit,
the Assistant Secretary of Commerce for Economic Affairs referrod
to the disappearance of the monopoly Negroes formerly held in
certain businesses." The impact of desegregation is being felt, he
said, in the Negro market, for, as the income of N egro consumers
expands, white businessmen become more conscious of the Negro's
purchasing power. To this end they have added a cadre of profes-
sional Negro salesmen to their payrolls for the specific purpose of
developing the Negro market. The success of this undertaking is
indicated by the fact that many of the employed Negroes have
risen to top executive posts in these organizations;. Moreover, Ne-
groes have begun to buy in increasing amounts: from shopping
centers serving the Negro community and have begun to patronize
places of public accommodations other than those traditionally
operated by Negroes. This change in consumer behavior represents
a steady and gradual erosion of the position of the Negro business-
man. The cruelest blow of all, the Assistant Secretary stated, is la
"the large life insurance companies serving the market at large are
bidding away Negro life insurance salesmen at an increasing rat3."41
These and other changes are certain to influence the structure of the
Negro community.

The Ordeal of Change

From observing current developments in race relations and the
operation of the larger social forces in our society, it is evident that
several basic conditions operate to influence the pattern and paceat which charge is occurring. These provide some insight into
what may be expected in the future in regard to the general s tatusof the Negro minority; they document the a eory of slow and
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gradual change for some time to come in most areas and somewhatmore rapid change in others.
A first consideration, not prominently mentioned retofore,the opposition to change by segments of the white oommunity.Beginning with the school desegregation decision, there has beena mobilization of white community efforts to prevent the attain-ment of desegregation in many aspects of community life. Thisopposition has taken a variety of forms: the closing; of schools,violence visited noon Negroes, intimidation of Negroes and threatsto their job secu:' , the rise of some hate groups said as Citizens'Councils and Night Ridersand the strengthening of )therssuchas the Ku Klux Klanthe resurrection of racial ideologies havingthe purpose of establishing the inferiority of the Negro, and avariety of other techniques designed to slow the desegregationprocess."

What is important in this connection is that mazy of the or-ganizations connected with the opposition have had the support,if not the leadership, of prominent persons in the power structure;many governors, mayors, legislators, and prominent, businessmenhave all given support to the resistance efforts, ova is ig to politicaland economic expediency, if not to personal sentimmt. Moreover,persons with some claim to scientific respectability in the academiccommunity have contributed to the questioning of vhether differ-entials between Negroes and whites stem from the former's disad-vantaged community life or from the Negro's iriate biologicalinferiority."
There is no doubt that these forces have serw-xl to slow theprocess of desegregation. As late as December 1964, only 2 per centof Negro pupils in eleven Southern states formerly having segre-gated school systems were attending schools with whites. If the sixBorder states where desegregation did not encconter the sameserious opposition as in the other eleven states are included in thecount, only 11 per cent of Negro pupils attend schools having amixed population." This has led to one student's re ferring to devel-opments in this area as "ten years of prelude," suggesting that therace may be somewhat more rapid in the future4"There does appear to be a lessening of the opposition in manyareas as a result of several important factors. These include self-interest on the part of prominent businessmen, may ay of whom, havespoken out against violence and have used their influence other-wise. The passage of important legislation within the past yearthe
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Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the Voting Rights Act of 1965are
certain to have an influence in softening open resistance. But
doubtless resistance to change will continue in subtle ways, perhaps
under a blanket of legitimacy, as in the instance of the large-scale
discharge of Negro teachers in Southern states in recent months
following the necessity of having to comply with the Commissioner
of Education's "Statement of Policies" for enforcement of Title VI
of the Civil Rights Act, by which Southern school systems are
expected to make a substantial start toward complete desegrega-
tion by September 1965 and to complete the process by the fall of
1967.

A second important force affecting change is inherent in the
nature of the phenomenon itself, especially the contribution made
by the accumulated disabilities of the Negro family, and in individ-
uals in terms of inadequate education, job skills, housing, patterns
of dependency, and low self-esteem. The advancement toward a
more equalitarian society depends upon how fully these disabilities
can be overcome or eliminated. Any analysis must consider the
generational problem, for the extent to which the education and job
skills of many adult family headsthose over forty-five, for exam-
plecan be improved is problematic.

A stronger basis of hope rests with the generation which begins
school under improved educational conditions and whose levels of
aspiration will be shaped by a social context which varies con-
siderably from that of the past half century, and may be expected
to vary even more in the future. But even under the most favorable
circumstances, the improvement of educational qualifications of
Negroes to a position of parity with those of whites, an essential
factor for job equality, may not be easily achieved. One prominent
sociologist on the basis of statistical calculations concluded:

Whatever the future may hold with respect to the on-coming cohorts of
young Negroes, the performance to date, together with the postulate that
educational attainment is a "background" characteristic [for employment],
enables us to make a most important prediction: the disparity between
white and nonwhite levels of education attainment in the general popula-tion can hardly disappear in less than three-quarters of a century. Evenif Negroes in their teens were to begin immediately to match the educa-tional attainment of white children, with this equalization persisting in-definitely, we shall have to wait fifty years for the last of the cohortsmanifesting race differentials to reach retirement age.46

The achievement of educational and occupational equality is
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far more difficult to attain than equal treatment in public accom-
modations. Many civil rights leaders recognize this and, now that
the public accommodations struggle has been successful, consider
that the movement has entered a new and much tougher phase.

A third force affecting change is the attitudes held by certain
Negroes who either have a vested interest in segregation or are
generally fearful of the deleterious consequences desegregation will
bring. This has been discussed in an earlier section, and only a
further example will be furnished here. As early as 1954 Negro
teachers in South Carolina registered great fear over the possible
untoward effects of desegregation of the public school system on
their professional status as teachers. The chief fears expressed con-
cerned the large amount of possible job displacement, new ways to
evade the granting of equality in pay, employment, and benefits,
greater clematis for professional preparation, and the employment
of fewer couples in the school system. Though most of these teach-
ers were ideologically committed to desegregation, their fears re-
garding their jobs and community relationships with whites suggest
that many of them, of necessity, were ambivalent toward desegre-
gation.47

It is not likely that these attitudes strongly counteract tend-
encies to change. Their significance lies more in the manifest desire
of Negroes to maintain social distance from whites in community
relations as a result of their perception of the adverse use of power
by whites.

The most significant influence in determining the pattern and
pace of race relations changes is the federal government. The early
court decisions, particularly in the area of public accommodations,
orders by the executive, and recent legislation by the Congress have
had salutary effects in altering disability-producing conditions. With
more rigorous enforcement, they are likely to have an even more
important influence in the future. The Civil Rights Act of 1964
provides a wedge for undermining, or at least neutralizing, much of
the support for denying the constitutional rights of Negroes. The
sanctions provided in Title VI of the Act, relating to nondiscrimina-
tion in federally assisted programs, is certain to produce a high
measure of compliance. Under the Voting Rights Act of 1965, it is
expected that between 50 and 70 per cent of eligible Negro voters
in the five Deep South states (Alabama, Georgia, Louisiana, Missis-
sippi, and South Carolina) will be registered to vote by the time
of the 1966 elections." This result, along with the greater political
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consciousness of Negroes throughout the country, is certain to im-
prove the power position of the group and result in the election
of large numbers of Negroes to public office.49

The change in the posi ion of the government in respect to the
status of Negroes results ft.= the altered position of this country in
world affairs since the end of World War H and to a substantial
shift in public opinion regarding the position of the Negro during
that period. It is important, therefore, to view contemporary changes
as a part of broader social movements toward improved welfare for
the disadvantaged within the country and in the world. These
broad forces tend to override resistances, but they are subject to
challenges and counter pressures. If viewed in this broad perspec-
tive, it is clear that more significant changes which will bring the
Negro greater opportunities for participation in our society lie
ahead. When, in fact, basic equalities will be achieved cannot be
predicted.
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